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Abstract
Video clip localization consists in identifying real posi-
tions of a speciﬁc video clip in a video stream. To cope with
this problem, we propose a new approach considering the
maximum cardinality matching of a bipartite graph to mea-
sure video clip similarity with a target video stream which
has not been preprocessed. We show that our approach lo-
cates edited video clips, but it does not deal with insertion
and removal of frames/shots, allowing only changes in the
temporal order of frames/shots. All experiments performed
in this work have achieved100% of precision for two differ-
ent video datasets. And according to those experiments, our
method can achieve a global recall rate of 90%.
1. Introduction
Traditionally, visual information has been analogically
stored and manually indexed. Due to advances in multime-
dia technology, techniques to video retrieval are increasing.
Unfortunately, the recall and precision of these systems de-
pend on the similarity measure that are used to retrieve in-
formation. Nowadays, due to improvements on digitaliza-
tion and compression technologies, database systems are
used to store images and videos, together with their meta-
data and associated taxonomy. Thus, there is an increasing
search for efﬁcient systems to process and index image, au-
dio and video information,mainly for the purposesof infor-
mation retrieval.
The task of automatic segmentation, indexing, and re-
trieval of large amount of video data has important appli-
cations in archive management, entertainment, media pro-
duction, rights control, surveillance, and many more. The
complex task of video segmenting and indexing faces the
challenge of coping with the exponential growth of the In-
ternet, that has resulted in a massive publication and shar-
ing of video content and an increase in the number of du-
plicated documents; and the distribution across communi-
cation channels, like TV, resulting in thousands of hours of
streaming broadcast media. According to (6; 7; 8), one im-
portant application of video content management is broad-
cast monitoring for the purpose of market analysis. The
video clip localization, as it will be referred during this pa-
per, has arisen in the domain of broadcast television, and
consists of identifying the real locations of a speciﬁc video
clip in a target video stream (see Fig. 1). The main issues
that must be considered during video clip localization are:
(i)thedeﬁnitionofthedissimilaritymeasuresofvideoclips;
(ii) the processing time of the algorithms due to the huge
amount of information that must be analyzed; (iii) the in-
sertion of intentional and non-intentional distortions; and
(iv) different frame rates. The selection of the feature used
to compute dissimilarity measure has an important role in
content-basedimage retrieval andhas been largelyexplored
(20). (5) showed that the performanceof the features is task
dependent, and that it is hard to select the best feature for
an speciﬁc task without empirical studies. Low-complexity
features and matching algorithms can work together to in-
crease matching performance. This work uses a low com-
plexity feature to test a novel matching procedure. Feature
selection will not be addressed in this paper.
Current methods for solving the video retrieval/local-
ization problemcan be groupedin two main approaches:(i)
computation of video signatures after temporal video seg-
Figure 1. Problem of identifying the real posi-
tion of a speciﬁc video clip in a target video
stream.Sliding window Temporal order Vstring edit Multi-level Graph approach BMH Our proposed
(3) (11; 21) (1) (14) (19) (9) method
Shot/Frame Matching shot shot shot shot shot frame frame
Temporal order no yes yes yes yes yes possible
Clip ﬁltering no no no no yes no no
Online Clip Segment. yes no no no yes no no
Preprocessing yes yes yes yes yes no no
Video edition no no no no no no partially
Table 1. Comparison of some approaches for video clip localization (adapted from (19))
mentation,as describedin (7; 12; 15); and (ii) use of match-
ing algorithms after transformation of the video frame con-
tent into a feature vector, as described in (1; 13; 9). When
video signatures are used, methods for temporal video seg-
mentation must be applied before signature calculation (2).
Although temporal video segmentation is a widely studied
problem, it represents an important issue that has to be con-
sidered, as it increases complexity of the algorithms and af-
fects matching performance. For methods based on string
matching algorithms, the efﬁciency of the these algorithms
must be taken into account, when compared to image/video
identiﬁcation algorithms. (1) and (13) successfully applied
the longest commonsubstring (LCS) algorithm to deal with
the problem. However, it requires a O(mn) space and time
cost, in which m and n represent the size of the query and
target video clips, respectively. In (9), it is proposed a mod-
iﬁed version of the fastest algorithm for exact string match-
ing, the Boyer-Moore-Horspool (BMH) (10; 16), to deal
with the problem of video location and counting.
In the present paper, we propose a new approach to cope
with the problem of video clip localization using the max-
imum cardinality matching of a bipartite graph. For a set
of frames from a query video clip and from a target video
a graph is constructed based on a similarity measure be-
tween each pair of frames (illustrated in Fig. 2(a)). The size
of the maximum cardinality matching of the graph deﬁnes
a video similarity measure that is used for video identiﬁ-
cation. Table 1 presents a comparison between some ap-
proaches found in the literature. The ﬁrst difference be-
tween our proposed approach and the others is associated
with the matching used to establish the video similarity.
Most of the works consider that the target video has been
preprocessed and online/ofﬂine segmented into video clips
which are used by the search procedure, while ours can be
applied directly to a target video stream without any pre-
processing since it uses frame-based similarity measures.
With the exponential growth of the Internet, the storage
of segmented videos may become an intractable problem.
Our approach allows us to perform video localization over
a streaming media downloaded directly from the Internet,
while the others need to download, segment and store seg-
mented video clips before starting video clip localization.
Moreover, our approach can be applied without consid-
ering temporal order constraints, which allows us to lo-
cate the position of the query video even if the video has
beenedited(see Fig. 2(b)).Currentversionofour algorithm
does not deal with insertion and removal of frames/shots,
but it allows changes in temporal order of query video clip
frames/shots. Clip editing and reordering has become a de-
sired feature on the new context of online video delivery.
As mentioned in (18), users expect to be able to manip-
ulate video content based on choices such as desired por-
tions of video,orderingand “crop/stitch”ofclips. New cod-
ing schemes that consider this novel scenario have been
included in most recent standards such as MPEG-7 and
MPEG-21 (22). However, using dynamic programmingand
temporal order similarity, our approach can be applied to
the traditional (exact) video clip localization problem. Nev-
ertheless, since our approach is based on frame similarity
measures, it may present efﬁciency problem. This issue has
been addressed by employing a shift strategy based on the
size of the maximum cardinality matching.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, the prob-
lem of video clip localization is described, together with
some formal deﬁnitions of the ﬁeld. In Sec. 3, we present
a methodology to identify the location of a video clip using
bipartitegraphmatching.In Sec. 4, we discuss aboutthe ex-
periments and the setting of algorithm parameters. Finally,
in Sec. 5, we give some conclusions and future works.
2. Problem deﬁnition to video clip localization
Let A ⊂ N2, A = {0,...,H − 1} × {0,...,W − 1},
where H and W are the width and height of each frame, re-
spectively, and, T ⊂ N, T = {0,...,N − 1}, in which N
is the length of a video.
Deﬁnition 2.1 (Frame) A frame f is a function from A to
Z, where for each spatial position (x,y) in A, f(x,y) rep-
resents the grayscale value at pixel location (x,y).
Deﬁnition 2.2 (Video) A video VN, in domain 2D × T,
can be seen as a sequence of frames f . It can be described
by
VN = (f)t∈T (1)(a) query video without edition (b) edited (frame-reordered) query video
Figure 2. Frame similarity graph
where N is the number of frames contained in the video.
Deﬁnition 2.3 (Video clip) Let VN be a video. A j-sized
video clip (or sequence) Sk,j is a temporally ordered set of
frames from VN which starts at frame k and it can be de-
scribed by
Sk,j = (ft|ft ∈ VN)t∈[k,k+j−1]. (2)
Based on those deﬁnitions, we deﬁne frame similarity as
follows.
Deﬁnition 2.4 (Frame similarity) Let ft1 and ft2 be two
video frames at location t1 and t2, respectively. Two frames
are similar if a distance measure D(ft1,ft2) between them
is smaller than a speciﬁed threshold (δ). The frame similar-
ity is deﬁned as
FS(ft1,ft2,δ)
 
1, if D(ft1,ft2) ≤ δ
0, otherwise
(3)
There are several choices for D(ft1,ft2), i.e., the dis-
tance measure between two frames, e.g. histogram/frame
difference, histogram intersection, difference of histograms
means, and others.
After selecting one, it is possible to construct a frame
similarity graph based on a query video V
Q
M and M-sized
video clip of target video ST
k,M as follows.
Deﬁnition 2.5 (Frame similarity graph – Gδ
k) Let V
Q
M
and VT
N be a query video with M frames and a target video
with N frames, respectively, and let ST
k,M be a M-sized
video clip which starts at frame k of target video. A frame
similarity graphGδ
k = (NQ∪NT
k ,Eδ
k) is a bipartitegraph.
Each node v
Q
t1 ∈ NQ represents a frame f
Q
t1 ∈ V
Q
M and
each node vT
t2 ∈ NT
k represents a frame fT
k+t2 ∈ ST
k,M.
There is an edge e ∈ Eδ
k between v
Q
t1 and vT
t2 if frame simi-
larity of associated frames is equal to 1, i.e.,
E
δ
k = { (v
Q
t1,v
T
t2) | v
Q
t1 ∈ N
Q,v
T
t2 ∈ N
T
k ,
FS(f
Q
t1,f
T
k+t2,δ) = 1} (4)
AsillustratedinFig.2,wematchthequeryvideotoavideo
clip of the target video stream with the same size (number
of frames), although it is possible to relax this constraint
in order to allow video clip editions that insert and/or re-
move frames/shots. In this paper, we focus on video clip lo-
calization problem without any changes in the video con-
tent (only in its temporal order). To do so, we deﬁne match-
ing and maximum cardinality matching as follows.
Deﬁnition2.6(Matching–Mδ
k) LetGδ
k = (NQ∪NT
k ,Eδ
k)
be a frame similarity graph. A subset Mδ
k ⊆ Eδ
k is a match
if any two egdes in Mδ
k are not adjacent.
Deﬁnition 2.7 (Maximum cardinality matching – Mδ
k)
Let Mδ
k be a matching in a frame similarity graph Gδ
k. So,
Mδ
k is the maximum cardinalitymatchingif there is noother
matching Mδ
k in Gδ
k such that |Mδ
k| > |Mδ
k|.
Finally, video clip localization problem can be deﬁned.
Deﬁnition 2.8 (Video clip localization – VCL) The video
clip localization (VCL) problem corresponds to the identiﬁ-
cation of a query video V
Q
M that belongs to a target video
VT
N if there is a video clip ST
k,M of VT
N that matches with
V
Q
M according to the frame similarity. Thus, this problem
can be deﬁned by
VCL(V
Q
M,VT
N,δ) = {k ∈ T | |Mδ
k| = M} (5)
where Mδ
k is the maximum cardinality matching of a frame
similarity graph Gδ
k which is generated using the query
videoV
Q
M,avideoclipST
k,M thatstartsatframek andspec-
iﬁed threshold δ.
3. Methodology for the video clip localization
problem
As described before, the main goal of the video clip lo-
calization problem is to identify occurrences of a query
video in a video stream, see Fig. 3. One of the key steps
of the process is feature extraction. Choosing an appropri-
ate feature that enhances performance of a matching algo-
rithm is not a trivial task. Therefore, empirical studies are
the best way to get insights of which feature should be used
for each case.Figure 3. Workﬂow for video clip localization
3.1. Search procedure
Algorithm 1 presents our search procedure. It scans over
target video, looking for a video clip that matches the query
video, i.e., one that generates a frame similarity graph (line
3) which has a maximum cardinality matching with size
equal to query video size (lines 4-5).
Table 2 shows the size of the maximum cardinality
matching and the shift value for a video clip localization
in which the target video is represented by feature values
(1,5,6,2,4,2,1,3,5,1,2,3,7,6,1)andthe queryvideoby
(1,2,3). The query video appears at two distinct positions
and the search procedure has identiﬁed both. First occur-
rence has a temporal order that is different from the query
video order, while the other is an exact match.
It also importantto describe the shift strategy adopted(at
line 9 and line 11 of Algorithm 1). After locating a match,
the procedure ensures a jump that is equal to the query
video size (line 9) since one should not expect to ﬁnd the
query video inside itself. This not only contributes to ac-
celerate the search but it also helps reducing the number of
false positives, i.e., the number of video occurrences that
do not represent a correct identiﬁcation. In fact, the size of
the maximum cardinality matching could be almost equal
to the query video size for some iterations close to the hit
positions, depending on query video content and size. That
could slow down the search. Using a shift value equals to
the query video size does not improve performance before
a hit position but it prevents a performance reduction af-
ter the hit position has been found.
In case of a mismatch, the shift value is set to the differ-
ence between the query video size and the size of the max-
imum cardinality matching, i.e., the number of unmatched
frames (line 11). In spite of being a conservative approach,
this setting allows our search procedure to perform better
thanthena¨ ıve(bruteforce)algorithmand it couldresult ina
great performance improvement depending on query video
content and size, e.g., the search procedure would be faster
for query videos that are more dissimilar from target video.
It is also important that the search procedure does not
miss a hit position. Adjusting the shift value to the number
ofunmatchedframesavoidsthatbyusingaconservativeap-
proach which assumes that all mismatches occurred in the
beginning of the video clip ST
k,M of the target video. So, it
is necessaryto shift the video clip of the targetvideo at least
the same number of unmatched frames in order to be feasi-
ble to ﬁnd a new hit position.
Generation of frame similarity graph (line 3) and calcu-
lation of the maximum cardinality matching (line 4) are the
most time consuming steps of Algorithm 1. Graph gener-
ation needs O(M2) operations, in which M represents the
queryvideosize, and total time spenton graphgenerationis
O(NM2), if shift value set to the its worst possible value,
i.e., if it is equal to 1.
Algorithm 1 Search procedure
Require: Video sequences
Target video (VT
N)
Query video (V
Q
M)
Threshold value (δ)
{M = size of the query video}
{N = size of the target video}
{pos = containing query video positions at the target}
1: count = 0; k = 0;
2: while (k ≤ N − M + 1) do
3: “Construct Gδ
k”;
4: “Calculate Mδ
k for Gδ
k”
5: if |Mδ
k| = M then
6: “Query video was found at position k”
7: pos[count] = k
8: count = count + 1;
9: k += |Mδ
k|
10: else
11: k += M − |Mδ
k|
12: end if
13: end while
14: return posVideo Maximum Card. Shift Iteration
Information Matching Size Value Number
Target video 1 5 6 2 4 2 1 3 5 1 2 3 7 6 1 - - -
Query video
1 2 3 1 2 1
1 2 3 1 2 2
1 2 3 2 1 3
1 2 3 3 3 4
1 2 3 2 1 5
1 2 3 3 3 6
1 2 3 1 - 7
Average 1.86 2.00 -
Table 2. Example of video clip matching
Solvingthemaximumcardinalitymatchingonabipartite
graph could done with O(E
√
V ) operations (17), in which
V and E represent the number of nodes and edges, respec-
tively. The number of nodes is always equal to 2M, while
the number of edges depends on frame similarity measures
and threshold. It could be close to zero, but it also could be
equal to M2 in the worst case scenario.
One should notice that at least M edges are needed in
order to ﬁnd a hit position, i.e., the size of the maximum
cardinality matching has to be equal to M. And, for prac-
tical reasons, one should consider the number of edges to
be at least O(M) in the iteration that locates a hit position.
So, the maximum cardinality matching should need at least
O(M
√
M) operations, but it could take O(M2√
M) in the
worst case scenario.
Assuming that all query video frames are similar to all
target video frames is quite unrealistic since frame sim-
ilarity measure and threshold should reduce that number.
Moreover,this worst case scenario always leads to the opti-
mal shift value, i.e., a shift value equals to the query video
size because maximum cardinality matching for a com-
plete bipartite graph KM,M has size equals to M. The
search algorithm runs faster when optimal shift value is
used (only O(N/M) positions need to be tested), and to-
tal time spent on maximum cardinality matching calcula-
tion is O(NM
√
M).
Thus, our search procedure has a time complexity of
O(NM2) since it is dominated by total time spent in the
graph generation step.
3.2. Retrieval validation
After query video position candidates are selected by the
searchalgorithm,theresultsmustbevalidatedtoensurethat
no false positives are considered when there is some as-
sumptions, like temporal order. To verify this assumption,
we can use the dynamic programming(DP), as proposedby
(19). We deﬁne a temporal order similarity measure as fol-
lows.
Deﬁnition 3.1 (Temporal order similarity – TSδ) Let i
be i-th frame of the query video V
Q
M, i.e., i = fi ∈ V
Q
M,
and j be j-th frame of the video clip ST
k,M of the target
video, i.e., j = fj ∈ ST
k,M. The temporal order similar-
ity TSδ(V
Q
M,ST
k,M) between the query video and the video
clip of the target video is equal to Tδ(M,M) which is cal-
culated using DP as follows
Tδ(i,j) =

   
   
∅ if i = 0 or j = 0
Tδ(i − 1,j − 1) + 1 if FS(i,j,δ) = 1
max{Tδ(i,j − 1),
Tδ(i − 1,j)} otherwise
(6)
where δ is a speciﬁed frame similarity threshold.
Using the temporal order similarity measure TSδ, we
can validate query video position candidates and eliminate
falsepositivesbyensuringthattemporalordersimilaritybe-
tween the query video and the video clip of the target video
is greater than a threshold, i.e., TSδ(V
Q
M,ST
k,M) ≥ ∆, in
which ∆ represents the minimum number of similar frames
in correct temporal order that should be found in order to
accept a query video position candidate. No temporal or-
der changes are allowed, if ∆ is set to the query video size,
i.e., ∆ = M.
4. Experiments
In this section, we present two experimentswith their re-
spectiveanalysis.Foreachexperiment,weconsidertwodif-
ferent datasets. The ﬁrst one consists of Broadcast TV com-
mercials, recorded directly and continuously from a brazil-
ian cable TV channel, while the second was constructed
fromvarioussources,includingtheInternet,withmixeddif-
ferent qualities and compression standards, followed by a
edition of these videos using cut transition. Table 3 shows
the length of these two datasets.
Experiments of video clip localization were performed
over the datasets. The experiments searched for 20 occur-
rences of video clips for the TV broadcast dataset and 47Video dataset Time Frame rate
TV Broadcast Commercials 2h 52m 31s 30 fps
Internet Retrieved Video 1h 36m 44s 30 fps
Total 4h 29m 15s -
Table 3. Target video corpora
occurrences of video clips for the Internet retrieved dataset.
The similarity graph (Gδ
k) was constructed using the differ-
ence of frame histogram means as distance measure; and
the similarity threshold δ was set to 0, 1, 2 and 3. Figure 4
shows two sample runs of the localization algorithm.
The curves in Figure 4 represent the size of the maxi-
mum cardinality matching found by our algorithm at a cer-
tain position. In the upper plot, the query video appears at
three different positions of the target video. In the lower
plot the query video occurs only once. A query video clip
occurrence is stated when the size of maximum cardinal-
ity matching is equal to the length of the query video. As
described in the previous section (see Table 2), at every it-
eration of the localization procedure, the search is shifted
by a number of frames that depends on the length of the
query video and the size of the current maximum cardi-
nality matching. An optimal shift should be equal to the
query video length. Figure 4 also shows the average ratio
between shift and query video length. The ﬁrst run (up-
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Figure 4. Localization procedure. The line
represents the size of maximum cardinality
matching at different positions of a video
stream. The points of maximum (triangle)
correspond to a full matching, which identi-
ﬁes an occurrence of the query video. The av-
erage shift is shown as a percentage of the
query video length.
Average Recall (%)
Video Threshold value (δ)
dataset 0 1 2 3
TV Broadcast Commercials 20 65 75 80
Internet Retrieved Video 0 16.6 43 94.8
Global average 6 31 52.6 90.4
Table 4. Recall percentage for different simi-
larity threshold values (δ).
per) has achieved 63.8% of shift length and the second run
(lower) has showed a 42.4% of shift length, compared to
its respective query length. These results will be discussed
later on this article.
4.1. Precision-Recall Analysis
In order to evaluate the results, it is necessary to deﬁne
some measures. We denote by #Occurrences the number
of query video occurrences, by #Video clip identiﬁed the
numberof query video occurrences that are properly identi-
ﬁed and by #Falses the number of video occurrences that
do not representa correctidentiﬁcation. Based on these val-
ues, we consider the following quality measures.
Deﬁnition 4.1 (Recalland precision rates) The recall rate
represents the ratio of correct and the precision value re-
lates correct to false detections. These measures are given
by
α =
#Video clip identiﬁed
#Occurrences
(recall) (7)
P =
#Video clip identiﬁed
#Falses + #Video clip identiﬁed
(precision) (8)
Precision-Recall (PR) curves give a more informative
picture of the algorithm performance, since they group in-
formation about hits, miss, false positives and false nega-
tives (4). An optimal algorithm should have a precision-
recall value of (1,1) (which means 100% of recall with
100% of precision).
All experiments performed in this work have achieved
100% of precision, for every δ in both datasets. One of the
parameters of the algorithm that contributes to this result
is the size of the maximum cardinality matching. The al-
gorithm only considers a video clip position as a positive
localization if the size of the maximum cardinality match-
ing is equal to the query video length. In other words, only
if all frames of the query video have a match, a hit is found.
Using the size of the maximum cardinality matching pre-
vents the algorithm from ﬁnding query videos that have ad-
ditional frames/shots, or target videos that suppress parts0 1 2 3
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Figure 5. Recall percentage for different sim-
ilarity threshold values (δ).
(frames/shots) of the query video. A relaxation of this con-
straint is possible, but it may imply in a rise of false positive
number.
Another parameter that contributes to high precision de-
tection is the similarity threshold value (δ), that is kept very
low in the presented experiments (up to 3). Low thresh-
old values prevent the algorithm from achieving high re-
call rates for videos with degradation or different resolu-
tions. Again, raising this value may increase recall rates,
but it also may increase the number of false positives. Ta-
ble 4 presents the average recall percentage over all query
videos.
Figure 5 shows the results of Table 4. It highlights that
ourlocalizationalgorithmhas had a signiﬁcantlyworse per-
formance (≈ 30% and lower) on the Internet dataset for
low values of δ. Differences of coding schemes and frame
resolutions among the videos retrieved from the Internet
might be one of the reasons for that difference in perfor-
mance.Nevertheless,providedthat TV Broadcast Commer-
cials were recorded under the same circumstances, a simi-
larity threshold value (δ) equals to 1 has been enough to
achieve 65% of recall rate.
4.2. Performance Issues
Our work can be directly compared to the methods de-
veloped by Adjeroh et al. (1) and Kim et al. (13). While
these works consider edit distance to compute the similar-
ity between videos in which insertion, remotion and substi-
tution are permitted, our method works very well when the
frame rate is constant and no insertion or remotion is ap-
plied. However, our approach allows changes in the order
of frames. It also avoid preprocessing of target video, e.g.
Average (Std. Dev.) Shift Value (%)
Video Threshold value (δ)
dataset 0 1 2 3
TV Commercials 54 (12) 50 (13) 46 (14) 43 (15)
Internet Video 61 (15) 52 (14) 47 (14) 47 (15)
Global average 58 51 46 45
Table 5. Average (std. deviation) shift value
percentage for different similarity threshold
values (δ).
clip segmentation, working directly over the frames, thus
saving CPU time.
The performance of the algorithm is directly related to
the shift that is applied to the target video after a match-
ing procedure. Once the size of the maximum cardinal-
ity matching is calculated, the conservative approach used
in this work deﬁnes the shift value as the number of un-
matchedframes.Thisapproachassumesthatallmismatches
occurred in the beginning of the graph. In other words, the
algorithm considers that all matches might be used in the
next iteration, preventing the algorithm to shift at larger
steps.
Table 5 shows the average shift value of the performed
experiments. A number of 100% means that the shift value
is equal to the query video length (optimal situation). It can
be seen that, at lower values of δ the average shift value is
higher. This effect is expected since a lower value of δ in-
creases the number of mismatched frames.
The standard deviation of shift value was stable around
14% for every dataset and δ. The global results show mean
shift values around40-50% which means that there is much
room for improvement in the algorithm performance re-
garding to that parameter.
5. Conclusions
In this work, we proposed the utilization of the maxi-
mumcardinalitymatchingto dealwiththeproblemofvideo
clip localization in which target video stream is not prepro-
cessed, i.e., it is not segmented into video clips.
Our approach can also be applied without considering
temporal order constraints, which allows us to locate the
query video position even if the video has been edited. Cur-
rent version of our algorithm does not deal with insertion
and removal of frames/shots, but it allows changes in tem-
poral order of query video clip frames/shots. Exploring its
capacity to deal with other editing operationscan be seen as
a future work.
Since our localization algorithm is based on frame simi-
larity measure, it may present efﬁciency problems. This is-
sue has been addressed by employing a shift strategy basedon the size of the maximum cardinality matching. Another
future research line may propose and evaluate other shift
strategies.
Finally, all experiments performed in this work have
achieved 100% of precision for both datasets. And accord-
ing to those experiments, our method can achieved a global
recall rate of approximately 90% after adjusting the frame
similarity threshold. Raising the frame similarity threshold
value may increase recall rates, but it also may increase the
number of false positives. Future works may also try to in-
crease recall rates without increasing the number of false
positives.
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